Latimpacto

At Latimpacto we are convinced that more impact is possible!

We help to mobilize capital strategically for a greater impact.

Latimpacto is the network that gathers more than 160 impact-driven investors that provide human, intellectual, and financial capital in Latin America to help them maximize their impact through innovative knowledge and orchestrate partnerships and collaborations that enable a more strategic deployment of capital.

We connect PURPOSES to maximize impact!

Connections:
We promote partnerships and new collaborative ways to invest and leverage resources.

Knowledge:
We provide tools and training on how to finance social and environmental initiatives, why to invest in them, and how to measure their impact. Our three focuses: tailored finance, non-financial support and impact management and measurement.

Our services range from providing tools and training on how to finance social and environmental initiatives, why to invest in them, and how to measure their impact, to promoting partnerships and new collaborative ways of investing and leveraging. We are confident that by building a community with diverse sectors and actors, we will provide effective solutions to social and environmental problems.

We are different because we work collaboratively and through a community of unusual actors.

Some of our impact achievement

We organized 7 Demo Days, where 51 initiatives have been shared with 276 participants and 75 connections have been established (as of October 2022).

Porimpacto
This is our bank of initiatives shared by Latimpacto members. It is the only platform in the region where the largest community of investors projects with impact present the best options for collaboration and investment, creating more effective connections and co-investment possibilities.

We launched the first investment for Impact Study in Latin America.
We created a non-financial support toolkit in partnership with Red de Impacto.

We hosted our first conference “Impact Minds: Standing Together” with 353 participants from +190 organizations de 26 countries.

Latimpacto is part of a global and multi-sectoral network -1,300 members around the world- but with a clear focus and knowledge in Latin America.
More than 156 members

Founders and strategic partners

Supporters

Some of our members

Our team

We are a senior, multidisciplinary team committed to making an impact in the region.

Find out more about our Academy and our practical tools, which are effective for impact investing at: https://www.latimpacto.org/conocimiento

Be part of Latimpacto!